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Abstract. An internal variable constitutive theory for elastic-plastic materials un-

dergoing finite strains is presented. The theory is based on a corresponding study

in the context of small strains [6], and has the following features: first, with a view

to embracing the classical notions of convex yield surfaces and the normality law,

the evolution law is developed within the framework of nonsmooth convex analysis,

which proves to be a powerful unifying tool; secondly, the special case of elastic ma-

terials is recovered from the theory in a natural manner. After presentation of the

theory a concrete example is discussed in detail.

1. Introduction. The theory of plasticity in its classical small-strain form is well-

established, especially that form which the theory takes in its application to metals.

The finite-strain theory, on the other hand, while showing indications that it is on the

way to becoming an established branch of mechanics, is still nevertheless the subject

of considerable effort and debate, and certain of its aspects remain unsettled. The

literature on the subject has in the meantime acquired voluminous proportions; with-

out attempting a comprehensive survey we mention as important contributions the

early work of Green and Naghdi [7] and of Lee [17] in which were addressed, inter

alia, the question of the decomposition of deformation into elastic and plastic parts,

the former proposing an additive decomposition of strain and the latter a multiplica-

tive decomposition of deformation gradient. The multiplicative decomposition has

proved more popular, and forms the basis for a number of alternative theories; as

examples we mention the works of Mandel [18], Halphen and Nguyen [8], Simo and

Ortiz [30], Simo [29], and of Moran, Ortiz, and Shih [22]. Kim and Oden [14, 15,

16] have, in a series of papers, discussed other forms of decomposition of the defor-

mation. An important alternative, in use for some time now, is the decomposition

of deformation rate into elastic and plastic parts [11, 12, 24, 27],

A further key aspect of any theory of plasticity, and in particular of a finite-strain

theory, is the form taken by the evolution equation or flow law. One approach, which
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for the finite-strain case can be traced back to the works of Mandel [18], Halphen

and Nguyen [8], and Rice [27], has been to develop a theory within the framework

of an internal variable theory, and to express the evolution equation in terms of a

potential. This approach in turn has as its precursors the work of Moreau [23] and

of Kestin and Rice [13] for the small-strain case.

Recently a detailed study has been made [6] of evolution laws for elastic-plastic

materials undergoing small deformations, with specific attention devoted to those

laws expressed in terms of internal variables and their conjugate forces. This study

has been carried out within the framework of convex analysis, and apart from recov-

ering the result, known to Halphen and Nguyen [8], which expresses the evolution

law as a normality law and dually in terms of a dissipation function (in the language

of convex analysis, in terms of the normal cone to a closed convex set and dually

in terms of the subdifferential of the support function of that set) the study goes

one step further by clarifying the equivalence of these two forms of the flow law

with the maximum plastic work inequality. This last result requires the notion of a

maximal responsive map, introduced in [6]. Another result presented in [6] shows

that there is a unique convex positively homogeneous function, called the canonical

yield function, whose level set at unity coincides with the yield surface, and which is

the polar conjugate (see [6, 28]) of the dissipation function. Our aim in this contri-

bution is to extend the theory developed in [6] to the finite-strain case, at the same

time preserving as far as possible the inherently simple structure of the small-strain

theory.

We mention that the work of Kim and Oden [14] exhibits some features which

are similar to those which we will present; however, the broader framework which

these authors adopt—the mathematical basis for their work is nonsmooth, nonconvex

analysis—results in a theory which differs in its thrust in many important respects

from that to be presented here. By confining the scope of our work to the framework

of nonsmooth convex analysis we are able to derive a variety of results not obtainable

in the more general case.

It is worth noting that the recent work by Simo [29] on constitutive relations in

finite-strain plasticity is also based on a maximum plastic work inequality. However,

this work differs from ours in two important respects: first, in [29] the dissipation is

maximised amongst all deformations, holding the internal variable constant, whereas

in its original form [9] the dissipation is maximised amongst all stresses. Our theory

in fact generalises the conventional form of the inequality by postulating that the

dissipation associated with an internal variable rate is maximised amongst all forces

conjugate to the internal variable, by the actual such force.

Another work of interest and of relevance to our own is the recent contribution

by Antman and Szymczak [1], These authors use an internal variable approach to

develop a constitutive theory for elastic-plastic materials undergoing finite deforma-

tions. They then make use of this theory in a numerical investigation of shocks in

problems characterised by one spatial dimension. Also of interest in this work is

a discussion by the authors of particular classes of problems, the analysis of which

represents both a challenge and an opportunity to obtain a deeper understanding of

the nature of finite elastoplasticity.
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A significant difference between our work and, in fact, most work in this area,

is that we embed the theory in a convex analytic framework from the outset. It is

particularly noticeable that while most theories do not do this, the examples used to

illustrate such theories invariably make use of convex sets or functions (for example,

convex yield surfaces). The rich structure of convex analysis will be seen to be

admirably suited to a theory of finite-strain plasticity. While we adopt convexity as

basic to our theory, we nevertheless do not impose assumptions of smoothness on the

functions, or on the boundaries of sets.

The plan of this work is as follows. In Sec. 2 we summarise results pertaining

to the kinematics of elastic-plastic behaviour. In particular we choose to work with

a multiplicative decomposition of deformation gradient, and on the basis of this

decomposition arrive at an additive decomposition of deformation rate. Then in Sec.

3 we set out the thermodynamic framework in which the internal variable theory is

to be developed. Reduced forms of the free energy function, of the stress and of the

dissipation inequality are obtained here. In order to construct the evolution law, a

number of results concerning convex sets and convex functions are required; these

results are presented in Sec. 4. In Sec. 5 the evolution law is constructed. It generalises

the notions of a convex region of admissible stresses and the classical normality

law, and is derived by appealing to the form which the dissipation inequality takes,

in conjunction with the results from convex analysis. Finally, in Sec. 6 we give

a detailed presentation of an example involving an elastic-plastic material which

exhibits kinematic and isotropic hardening.

2. Kinematics of elastic-plastic behaviour. As a basis for the description of the

kinematics of elastic-plastic behaviour we make use of the multiplicative decom-

position of deformation gradient F [17]: the deformation gradient is written as a

composition of an elastic part Ff and a plastic part Fp , in the form

F = FPFP. (1)

This decomposition is nonunique since for any orthogonal tensor Q we may write

F' f'' = F QQ V = G' G" , (2)

say, where Gf = F' Q and Gp = Q7 F;' are alternative elastic and plastic parts of

F. In any specific application the decomposition may be chosen in a unique way by

making specific the choice of Q . For example, according to the polar decomposition

theorem Ff and Fp may be decomposed uniquely in the forms

FP = Rl/=VPR, (3)

Fp = SUP = VPS, (4)

where Uf, V, Up , and \p are positive definite symmetric tensors and R, S are

proper orthogonal tensors representing rotations. The decomposition (1) is rendered

unique by choosing, for example, Q = R7 so that Fe is positive-definite symmetric

and all of the rotation is contained in Fp . Alternatively, one might choose Q = S
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so that ¥p instead is positive-definite symmetric. Without specifying any particular

choice (this is not required for subsequent developments) we assume that a decom-

position has been chosen once and for all.

The decomposition (1) effectively defines a third, intermediate configuration in

addition to the reference configuration (which is taken here to coincide with the

undeformed, unstressed configuration) and the current configuration, in the sense

that Fp may be regarded as a local map of a neighbourhood of a material point in the

reference configuration to a corresponding neighbourhood in a configuration which

is due solely to plastic flow (Fig. 1). Alternatively, the intermediate configuration of

a neighbourhood of a material point may be regarded as the configuration assumed

by such a neighbourhood after it has been mapped to its current configuration and

then allowed to unload elastically. We emphasise that these interpretations apply

locally; in particular, Fp is not the gradient of a motion from the reference to the

intermediate configuration (see, for example. [14, 22]).

Intermediate

configuration

Reference configuration Current configuration

Fig. 1. Reference and current configurations of a material body and

the reference, intermediate, and current configurations of a neigh-

bourhood N(X) of a material point X .

We take the opportunity to define other kinematic quantities which will be of use

later. The Cauchy-Green tensors C and B are defined by

C = F7F, B = FF7'; (5)

similarly, we may define elastic and plastic counterparts of these tensors by

Ce = Ff V, B'' = F^F''7 (6)

and

c" = f''7 F'', B;' — F^F7'7,

The velocity gradient L is related to the rate of change of deformation gradient by

L = FF~'. (7)
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By using (1) and (7) we obtain in a natural way the decomposition of L into its

elastic and plastic parts, that is,

L = if + if (8)

where

if = , if = F^F^F-'. (9)

The deformation rate D and its elastic and plastic parts Dp and Tf , respectively,

are defined to be the symmetric parts of L, if , and if , that is,

D = D' + D' (10)

where

2

We also have, from (6) and (11),

De = Ulf+ lfT), D" = i(Lp + lfT). (11)

CP = 2YeTY>c¥e. (12)

Finally, the assumption that there is no volume change accompanying plastic defor-

mation may be imposed by setting

det F" = 1,

which in turn implies that

0 = (detF")' = (detFp)trLp,

or, with the physically reasonable assumption that det Fp > 0,

tr Dp = 0, (13)

where det and tr denote respectively the determinant and trace of a matrix or

second-rank tensor.

3. Constitutive equations. The thermodynamics of deformable media exhibiting

dissipative behaviour has as its basis the equation

p(i//+ sG) = T.D - divq + pr

of balance of energy and the second law of thermodynamics (the Clausius-Duhem

inequality)

p{if/ + s6)-T.D + 6~[q.V8 < 0, (14)

where p is the mass density, y/ is the free energy, 6 is the temperature, V6 the

temperature gradient, s the entropy density, T the Cauchy stress, q the heat flux

vector and r the heat supply [5], A superposed dot denotes material differentiation

with respect to time.

We introduce internal variables y and A which describe hardening behaviour and

other effects associated with internal rearrangements of the material. The variable y

is a scalar while A is a second-rank symmetric tensor with respect to the reference

configuration. We exclude from consideration internal variables which are vectors

since it is known [5] that these would lead to a violation of the principle of material

frame indifference. In general there will be an array of both scalar and tensor internal
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variables; however, for simplicity we include one of each kind in the development of

the theory. The extension to arrays of internal variables may be accomplished in a

straightforward manner.

We are concerned with constitutive theories for inelastic materials, and in order

to focus on issues which are central to materials of this type we confine attention to

isothermal behaviour, so that V0 = 0. q = 0, and r = 0, and 6 is omitted as a

variable. Furthermore, for convenience we use as a measure of stress the KirchhofT

stress T, related to Cauchy stress T by

T = /T, (15)

where J — detF = p0/p, p0 being the referential mass density.

We set

S = (FV'TIFV7 (16)

(that is, S is a symmetric "Piola-Kirchhoff" stress relative to the intermediate con-

figuration) and consider a set of constitutive relations of the form in which

W, S}

are functions of

{FV/, A}.

To this set must be added a set of evolution equations, which describe the evolution of

inelastic behaviour. Instead of setting out explicitly the form which these equations

take, we remark simply that we will seek a set of equations in which rates of change

of
{F/7, y , A}

are sought as functions of

{F'\ 7, A}.

The reason for this vagueness is that, rather than impose a priori a particular struc-

ture, we will deduce an appropriate form for the evolution equation from a reduced

form of the dissipation inequality together with assumptions which embody notions

of convexity of particular sets and functions (see Sec. 4).

It is worth noting at this stage that in the small-strain theory developed in [6], the

free energy and stress are taken to be functions of total strain and internal variables.

While we will in most respects follow that theory, it proves to be more judicious in

the case of finite strains to assume, as we have done, that the free energy and stress

depend on the elastic part of the deformation (that is, on F' ) and on the internal

variables. The small-strain theory with total strain as a variable is viable precisely

because of the linearity which pervades this theory, for example, in the elastic part

of the constitutive law. It is found, however, that a finite-strain counterpart to this

theory which makes use of total deformation (through F ) is unduly restrictive in its

range of applicability.

We now apply the principle of material frame indifference to the set of constitu-

tive equations for y/ and S. A change of frame manifests itself essentially as the
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transformation F-QF, where Q is a time-dependent proper orthogonal transfor-

mation. From the decomposition (1) it is clear that this amounts to the transfor-

mation Ff —>■ QFP , the component Fp evidently being unchanged by the change of

frame. Likewise, both y and A are left unchanged by the transformation, the first

because it is a scalar and the second because it is a referential quantity. Under these

circumstances the principle of material frame indifference requires that

V(Fe, y, A) = ^(QFe, y, A),

S(FV/,A) = S(QFV/,A).

By arguing in the usual way [5] we obtain from (17) representations for y/ and S

in the reduced forms
w = y/(Ce, y, A),

S = S(C , 7, A).

If we define thermodynamic forces g and G conjugate to y and A, respectively,

,19)

then substitution of (18) and (19) in the dissipation inequality (14), together with

the use of (12), (16) and the assumption of no plastic volume change (Eq. (13)) give

the expression

c i °y/

s = 2p"ac
whence we obtain

l = 2p0Fe^¥eT (20)

for the Kirchhoff stress, and the reduced dissipation inequality

gy + G.A + devT.D'' > 0, (21)

where dev( ) denotes the deviatoric part of a tensor: devT = T - ^(trT)I.

The reduced form (21) of the dissipation inequality will be seen to play a pivotal

role later in the construction of an evolution law. Before embarking on a detailed

discussion of the form and properties which we intend attributing to this law it

is necessary to draw on a number of results from convex analysis, some of them

standard and others presented for the first time in [6], in the context of the small-

strain theory. Accordingly we review in the next section those concepts and results

required subsequently.

4. Review of results from convex analysis. We assume familiarity with elementary

concepts of convex analysis; a good reference is [28], and a review may be found in

[6]. We concentrate here on the interrelationships between various sets and functions

which are especially relevant to plasticity. Throughout this section, £ is a finite-

dimensional space (isomorphic to R" for appropriate n ) and K is a subset of E .

The normal cone NK{\) to a convex set K at x is a set in E defined by

Nk(x) = {PeE:(y-x).p > 0 Vy e K) (22)
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Nk (x)

Fig. 2. A convex set A and normal cones NK(\) and A'^.(y) at a

smooth and nonsmooth point, respectively, on the boundary.

(see Fig. 2). From the definition it is clear that for any point x in the interior of K ,

Nk(x) = { 0}.
The subdifferential df(\) of a convex function f:E—>R at a point x is defined

to be the set (possibly empty)

df(\) = {p e E: /(y) > /(x) + p.(y-x) Vy e E} (23)

(see Fig. 3). The elements of df{\) are known as subgradients, and in the event

that f is smooth at x its subdifferential consists of a single member, the gradient

V/(x).
A function f\E-+R is called a gauge if

(i) /(x) >0 for all x e E ;

(ii) f(0) = 0 ;
(iii) / is convex, positively homogeneous, and lower semicontinuous (see Fig. 3).

The indicator function IK of K is an extended real-valued function defined on

K by
0 if x G A",

+00 otherwise,

and the support function DK: E R U {+00} of K by

DA.(p) = supy.p. (25)
y6A'

The following result is well-known [28],

Lemma 3.1. Let K be closed and convex. Then

(a) The support function DK is a gauge;

(b) K = <9Z\.(0);

Mx) = \ . ., (24)
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d/(x)

Fig. 3. Examples of a convex function / and its subdifferential, and

a gauge g .

(c) the subdifferential of the indicator function is the normal cone: dIK = NK ;

(d) if ^(p) = x.p (that is, the supremum in (25) is achieved at x) then

xedDK( p) if and only if peA^(x).

Remark. Part (d) of the above Lemma is a consequence of the fact that the

support and indicator functions of a convex set are conjugate to each other, in the

sense of Legendre-Fenchel [28].

In the context of classical small-strain plasticity, if we interpret K as the region

of admissible stresses (so that the boundary of K is the yield surface) and p as the

plastic strain rate, then DK is the dissipation function associated with p and part

(d) gives two alternate forms of the evolution equation, the second of which is the

normality law. The connection with a yield function is made in the following result

[28, 6],

Lemma 3.2. Let D be a gauge with the further property that

p^0=>Z)(p)/0, (26)

and define the function / on E by

/(x) = inf{^ > 0: x € ^K}

where K is closed and convex, with 0e^. Then

(a) / is a gauge, and

K = {x:f(x)< 1};

(b) / and D are polar to each other in the sense that

/(x) = sup *'P and Z)(p) = sup ■X'®> ■r\/\ ^\trj /•(

p^o D(p) x^o /(x

(c) if x e dD(p) then

x.p = Z)(p)/(x);
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(d) if p / 0 and x e OD(p) then there exists a nonnegative scalar X > 0 such

that

p e kdf{x)

or, if / is smooth,

p = AV/(x).

Continuing the interpretation with respect to plasticity, we recognise / as the yield

function. Given a yield surface, however, there are infinitely many functions g(\),

say, whose level surface g(\) = 1 gives the yield surface. The Lemma identifies

one such function / which has the advantage that it is a gauge, and is related to

the dissipation function D in the manner described above; we accordingly call the

function / the canonical yield function. The above concepts are illustrated in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The construction of a canonical yield function / from the

convex set K .

The connection with the classical maximum plastic work inequality [9] is made

by introducing the notion of a maximal responsive map [6]: a multivalued map

H: p —> H(p) e E is said to be responsive if

(i) OeH(O);
(ii) for any P0, P, e E ,

(x0-x,).p0>0 and (x, - x0).p, > 0 (27)

for all x0 e H(p0), x, e H(p,).
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The map H is said to be maximal responsive if it is responsive, and if, given p0

and xQ e H(p0), the inequalities (27) imply that x, e H(p,).

The following was proved in [6],

Theorem 3.1. The set-valued map H is maximal responsive if and only if there

exists a gauge D with the property

H(p) = <9Z)(p) Vp e E.

Furthermore, when H is maximal responsive it determines D uniquely and

x.p for all x e H(p), ifH(p)^0,

H-oo otherwise.
D( p) =

Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.1 allow the evolution equations of classical plasticity to

be formulated in three equivalent ways, which are succinctly summarised as follows:

x 6 H(p) <=> x £ dDK(p) <=> p G Nk(x) ; (28)

here it is understood that H is maximal responsive, and that K is closed and con-

vex. With the additional assumption (26) we may use Lemma 3.2 to introduce the

canonical yield function / which is the polar conjugate to the gauge DK .

While such results have been available for some time, their interrelationships have

never been made precise (except in a few studies such as those in [23] and [8]) nor

has their interpretation within the framework of convex analysis been completely

exploited. In particular, while the relationship between the normality law and the

dissipation function are-well known [8], the interpretation of the dissipation function

and canonical yield function as polar conjugates is new, as is the nature of the equiva-

lence with the maximum plastic work inequality, these having been stated for the first

time in [6], Similar remarks apply to the nature of the equivalence of the maximum

plastic work inequality to the notion of a convex yield surface and the normality law;

it is Theorem 3.1 which makes this equivalence clear and unambiguous.

5. The evolution equation. We return now to Sec. 2, with the aim of resolving the

issue of the form to be taken by the evolution equation. The intention is to incor-

porate into this model the classical properties of convexity of yield surfaces and the

normality law. Now the groundwork for formalising these ideas has been laid in the

previous section, and in order to place our theory in a convex analytic framework it is

necessary first of all to decide on the configuration in which to postulate the existence

of the appropriate convex sets or functions. Here we are guided by the important

observation [10] that, for metal plasticity at any rate, it is the yield function as a

function of Cauchy stress which is observed to be convex. It is this notion of con-

vexity which we will incorporate into the structure of the evolution equation, though

we will postulate convexity with respect to Kirchhoff stress: since the Kirchhoff and

Cauchy stresses differ by a scalar, any set or function which is convex with Cauchy

stress as the variable, remains convex with Kirchhoff stress as the variable.

In order to ensure consistency in the arguments which follow, it is necessary that

all quantities appearing in the evolution law be spatial in character. Now the relevant

quantities are those appearing in the dissipation inequality (21). Of these, g and y
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are scalars, and hence insensitive to the particular description, while T and D7' are

spatial quantities. This leaves the tensorial internal variable A and its conjugate force

G, both of which are referential quantities. The manner in which these two quantities

are transformed into spatial quantities will depend on the interpretation given them;

for example, A might represent a stress-like or a deformation-like quantity, and its

spatial counterpart will differ accordingly. Rather than be unduly prescriptive, we

assume that spatial counterparts A and T of A and G, respectively, have been

defined, and that these spatial quantities are such that

G.A = r.A, (29)

where (") denotes a suitable objective time rate. We now define the array P by

P = (D",A,7) (30)

and a conjugate array X by

X = (devT, I", g) (31)

so that the dissipation inequality (21) becomes

gy + G.A + devT.D" = gy + T.A + devT.D"

= X.P (32)

> 0.

By comparison with the results of Sec. 4 we see that the dissipation inequality together

with the notion of a closed convex region of admissible conjugate forces leads in a

natural way to an evolution equation which can be postulated in three equivalent

forms. Indeed, we assume now that the evolution equation takes the following form:

(i) there exists a closed, convex region K such that X and P are related by

P e Nk{X) ; (33)

(ii) equivalently,

X € dDK(p); (34)

(iii) equivalently,

XeH(P) (35)

where H is a maximal responsive map related to D as in Theorem 3.1.

Furthermore, DK is assumed to possess the property (23), so that there exists a

gauge /, polar to DK , and a scalar X > 0 such that

P eXdf(X). (36)

The above evolution law is incomplete, since we must add information regarding

the skew part of L" , in order to have complete information about the evolution of

F" (see Eq. (9)). Here various options are available, the choice depending to some

extent on the particular kind of elastic-plastic material being modelled. We describe

two possibilities.

First, we define the plastic spin tensor W" by

W" = \{LP -LpT).
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Then one appropriate form of the evolution law for the skew part of if is obtained

simply by assuming that there is no plastic spin:

Wp=0. (37)

The physical appropriateness and implications of this assumption are discussed by

Moran, Ortiz, and Shih [22] and Needleman [24], for example. In this case

Dp = if = F'fF"1,

whence one may find Fp , given iy , F, and Fp .

A second option is to assume that Fp is positive-definite and symmetric. Thus in

Eqs. (2) and (4) we choose Q = S so that

Fp = if

where if is the positive-definite symmetric part of the polar decomposition of ¥p ,

and from (9) and (11) we have

Dp = sym(Ff if if ~1 Fe~1) (38)

so that once again it is possible to determine Fp from a knowledge of (when

written out in component form relative to any basis, Eq. (38) represents a set of six

equations for the six components of Up ).

The material behaviour is thus completely described by the specification of y/

(whence we obtain the relations (19) and (20)), one of K, H, or D (whence we

construct the evolution law in one of the forms (33)—(36)), together with an assump-

tion of the form (37) or (38).

An interesting alternative is discussed in [22], where the evolution law is con-

structed using quantities defined with respect to the intermediate configuration, and

where in particular a convex yield function is defined with respect to such quantities.

In the case of metals, for which elastic strains are small, there would presumably be

little difference between evolution laws which differ only in their use of intermediate

rather than spatial quantities as primary variables. We have chosen to make use of

spatial variables, but should there be compelling physical evidence for the suitabil-

ity of intermediate variables, the theory presented here can be modified with little

effort, by replacing conjugate pairs of spatial variables with corresponding conjugate

intermediate variables.

In problems involving elastic-plastic materials it is found that the evolution equa-

tion is most commonly used in the form in which it is expressed as a normality

condition (Eq. (33) or (36)). It has been demonstrated [19, 20, 21], however, that

there are considerable advantages to using an evolution equation in the form (34)

involving the dissipation function, particularly when numerical solutions to the cor-

responding initial-boundary value problems are sought. The properties of the dis-

sipation function, particularly its convexity and positive homogeneity, allow one to

construct rational approximations which in turn place in perspective the well-known

schemes for integration of constitutive equations (see [20] for a review).
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6. An example. We consider an example of an elastic-plastic material which ex-

hibits both kinematic as well as isotropic hardening. Kinematic hardening is ac-

counted for by the introduction of an internal variable A which is assumed symmet-

ric, and isotropic hardening is represented by a scalar y, which could be the total

plastic work or the effective plastic strain, for example.

We consider a free energy function in the separable form

, y, A) = y0(Fe) + y/,(A) + y/2(y), (39)

and proceed to make suitable choices for i//(), y/{ , and y/2. In seeking an appropriate

function y/Q we are guided by the notion that when the material is elastic (so that

Fe = F) the corresponding boundary value problem should be well-posed, in that at

least one solution exists in a suitable Sobolev space. While there is as yet no existence

theory for elastic-plastic problems with finite strains, it is reasonable to assume that

such a theory, based on a free energy of the form (39), would require the function

i//Q to have at least the properties which the elastic theory demands, for existence

of solutions. Realistic sufficient conditions for this to be the case in elasticity were

first given by Ball [2] in respect of the strain energy function (see Ciarlet [3] for an

excellent account of this theory). In the present context these conditions amount to

the following: it is required that

(a) y/0 be polyconvex, that is, i//0 be expressible as a convex function of Fe, cof Fl

and detFp, where cofA denotes the cofactor of A: cof A = (det A)A~r for invert-

ible A;
(b) y/0(Fe) —> +oo as detFP —► 0+ ;

(c) i//0 be coercive, in the sense that there exist constants a, /?, p , q , r such that

<//0(Ff) > a(\Fe\p + | cofFT + (detFY) + 0

for all invertible Fe , where a>0,p>2,q> , r > 1 .

For example, we may adopt a free energy function proposed by Ciarlet and Gey-

monat [4] (see also [3]) which possesses all of the above properties and which has

the further merit that it is easily adjustable to experimental results; this function is

of the form

^0(Ff) = a | F^ |2 + b\cofFP|2 + /(det FP) + e

where a > 0, b > 0, and

l(S) = c5~ - d log(5,

with c > 0, d > 0, and e e R . In work which is currently in progress by the authors,

this class of free energy functions is being used in numerical studies of finite-strain

problems involving elastic-plastic materials, within the framework of the constitutive

law developed in this work.

Next, we consider the term i//, involving the internal variable A. The conjugate

force G is, from (19),

G - -p0
dy/{

OA '
We treat G as a stress-like referential quantity and define its spatial counterpart

by

T = FGF7
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so that if the spatial counterpart A of the internal variable A is defined by
— T — 1

A = F AF ,

we find that the contribution to the dissipation of this internal variable is, after some

manipulation,

G.A = r.A

where (") represents the objective time rate defined by

A = A + LrA + AL.

Thus the variable A which appears as a component of P in (30) is defined in a

natural way, as an appropriate conjugate quantity.

For consistency with the form which the flow law will take it is necessary also to

assume that A, like Y? , is trace-free. Then the dissipation inequality (32) can be

written in the form

gy + devT.A + devT.DP > 0, (40)

with the result that the ordered triples P and X take the form

P = (Dp,A,y), X= (devT, devT, g). (41)

In order to accommodate nonlinear isotropic hardening we let the internal variable

y represent the accumulated plastic work or some scalar measure of accumulated

plastic strain, and consider an expression for y/2 of the form

¥2(y) = hciy2 + (c2 - co)(y + exp(-^y))' (42)

where c0, c,, c2, and /? are material constants with c2 > c0 (a similar example has

been treated in [16]), and of course the force g conjugate to y is given by

g = -v'2(y)- (43)

Finally, we need to specify one of H, D, or . We choose for simplicity a

von Mises yield condition, suitably altered to accommodate kinematic and isotropic

hardening, so that it is of the form

| dev(T + T)| <c0 + c,}' + (c2-c0)(l - exp(-/?y)) (44)

where c0 '= \J\Tq, Tq being the yield stress in uniaxial tension. The canonical yield

function is thus
/(X) = 'deV(T + r)' + ^. (45)

co

It is easily established that / is a gauge: it clearly satisfies the conditions /(X) >

0, /(0) = 0, and it is positively homogeneous, so it remains to check lower semicon-

tinuity and convexity. / is in fact continuous, hence lower semicontinuous. Con-

vexity follows from the linearity of dev and repeated use of the triangle inequality

using the norm | • | on E .

The flow law (36) now gives

'D"\ / N'
P= | A J = A f N ] (46)
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where the constant c0 has been absorbed into A, and

= dev(T + p

| dev(T + T)| '

Thus we find that

y = A and D'' = A. (47)

In view of (46) and (47) we may restrict attention to the subspace consisting of those

vectors P of the form P = (K, K, a) with trK = 0 , and for vectors in this subspace

the dissipation function D is (for simplicity we drop the subscript K on D )

D(P) = sup X.P
/(X)< 1

= sup X.P
/(X)= 1

= sup {dev(T + r).iy + gy)
f(\)=i

= sup {£(7 - |iy|cos6) + c01Dp|cos6>)} (48)
/(X)= 1

where n (dev(T + r)).iy

C0S ~ |dev(T + r)||iyr

Fig. 5 The region K and the associated dissipation function D for

the case in which kinematic hardening is suppressed and T and iy

are taken to be one-dimensional.
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Three situations are possible: y is either less than, equal to, or greater than \lf\.

For each of these situations we evaluate the supremum on the right hand side of (46)

to obtain
(I) y < |D"|: Z)(P) - oo

£>(P) = y (49)

D(P) = y.

(II) 7 = \lf\

(III) y > |Dp |:
The situation is summarised pictorially in Fig. 5, which shows for a one-dimensional

situation the canonical yield function and the dissipation function. We note that

while the theory gives rise to the three possibilities summarised in (49), in practice

it is only (II) which will be possible: the region g > 0 in the set K is not accessible

since we have at all times y > 0 <=> g < 0, so that case (III) will not arise. It is

clear from the normality law and the shape of K that case (I) will not arise either.

7. Concluding remarks. We have constructed a finite-strain theory of plasticity

which conforms to the standard requirements for such a theory: it has a sound

mathematical and physical basis, and it is simple in structure, hence easy to use.

It remains to carry out further detailed studies of the range of specific constitutive

laws which are contained in the theory presented here, as special cases. This would

amount to the following exercise: given a set of constitutive relations in classical

form, define the set of internal variables, the free energy function and one of the

yield function, dissipation function, or maximal responsive map which result in the

given set of relations being reproduced exactly by our theory. Naturally this will not

always be possible; for example, any theory involving a nonconvex potential falls

outside the scope of our theory. Nevertheless, it is our contention that the theory

presented here provides a framework sufficiently broad in which to model a wide

range of materials which are elastic-plastic in nature.

In the case of the small-strain theory the advantages of the framework discussed

here are evident in a variety of ways; first, the variational structure of the problem

is particularly simple when the evolution law is written in terms of the dissipation

function [20], and the properties of this function render the problem well-posed. This

may be seen in work presented in [25] and [26]; the former contains an analysis of

a problem which has an identical structure to that which is under discussion, while

the latter treats a broad class of problems with unilateral constraints, so that the

problem being discussed here is a special case. Secondly, it has been demonstrated

in [19, 20, 21] that this same variational framework, when time-discretised in a

rational way, gives rise to a problem which in discrete form is amenable to solution

by the use of simple algorithms. Naturally it is of great interest to ascertain the

extent to which these advantages carry over to the finite-strain case. Certainly one

may formulate a variational boundary value problem along the same lines, but the

qualitative aspects of such a problem and its approximate solution by numerical

means await investigation. These will be discussed in a future contribution.
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